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Frozen Fire (GER)
Flamingo Sea
Banphrionsa (IRE)
(2005)

Flemensfirth

Sadler's Wells
Floripedes
Woodman
Fabula Dancer
Alleged
Etheldreda
Be My Native
Queen of Wolves

Queen Sophie
E.B.F. Nominated.
This gelding is unbroken and will be driving in long reins by time of Sale. Sold with
Veterinary Certificate. (See Conditions of Sale).
1st dam
BANPHRIONSA (IRE): ran once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years; dam of 2 runners and 6
foals;
Winter Fog (IRE) (2014 g. by Papal Bull (GB)): ran a few times in point-to-points.
Steel Yard (IRE) (2015 g. by Frozen Fire (GER)): ran 3 times over hurdles and ran once
over fences and ran twice in point-to-points.
She also had a 4-y-o gelding by Frozen Fire (GER) that died.
2nd dam
QUEEN SOPHIE (IRE): placed once over hurdles at 5 years; dam of 3 winners from 7
runners and 10 foals;
Henry's Girl (IRE): 4 wins, £31,767: 3 wins and £24,041 and placed 6 times; also
placed twice in N.H. Flat Races at 4 and 6 years; also winner over hurdles and
placed once.
Ardnahoe (IRE): 3 wins, £12,414: winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years and placed
twice; also 2 wins over hurdles at 4 years, broodmare.
Derrychrin (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years; also winner over hurdles
and placed twice over fences; also placed once in a point-to-point at 5 years.
She also has a 5-y-o mare by Ansiei (ITY) and a 3-y-o gelding by Ask (GB).
3rd dam
QUEEN OF WOLVES: 3 wins at 3 years and £15,359 and placed 11 times; dam of 2
winners from 7 runners and 8 foals;
BLACK QUEEN (IRE): 6 wins, £80,736: 2 wins and £10,090 and placed 9 times;
also 4 wins over hurdles and £66,700 inc. Guinness Galway H. Hurdle, Galway,
Gr.2, placed 18 times inc. 2nd Ladbroke Limited H. Hurdle, Leopardstown, Gr.1
and 3rd Nash's Mineral Waters H. Hurdle, Tralee, L. and placed 6 times over
fences; dam of 3 winners:
BOLD SIR BRIAN (IRE): 8 wins, £62,674: winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 3
years and placed once; also 2 wins over hurdles and £20,677 inc. Premier
Kelso Novices' Hurdle, Kelso, Gr.2 and 5 wins over fences at 5 and 6 years
and £39,471 inc. Future Stars Chase, Sandown Park, L., placed 3 times.
Mumgos Debut (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years; also 7 wins over
fences, 2019 and £47,641 and placed 17 times.
Queen's Magic (IRE): winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 6 years, 2018 and placed
once; also 2 wins over hurdles, 2019 and £15,778 and placed 9 times and
winner over fences, 2019; also placed once in a point-to-point at 4 years.
Court Gamble (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race; also placed twice over
hurdles; dam of Found On (IRE): winner of a point-to-point at 4 years, 2019.
Bronica (IRE): 6 wins, £27,299: winner at 4 years and placed 6 times; also 3 wins
over hurdles at 4 and 5 years and placed 6 times and 2 wins over fences and
£13,319 and placed 5 times; dam of a winner:
Master Wolfe (IRE): placed once over hurdles at 5 years; also 3 wins in point-to-points
and placed 5 times.
4th dam
BLUE KINGSMILL: placed once at 2 years; dam of a winner from 3 runners and 8 foals;
Queen of Wolves: see above.
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